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ABSTRACT 
Perceived accessibility of an application is a subjective measure 
of how well an individual with a particular disability, skills, and 
goals experiences the application via assistive technology. This 
paper frst presents a study with 11 blind users to report how they 
perceive the accessibility of desktop applications while interacting 
via assistive technology such as screen readers and a keyboard. 
The study identifes the low navigational complexity of the user 
interface (UI) elements as the primary contributor to higher per-
ceived accessibility of diferent applications. Informed by this study, 
we develop a probabilistic model that accounts for the number of 
user actions needed to navigate between any two arbitrary UI el-
ements within an application. This model contributes to the area 
of computational interaction for non-visual interaction. Next, we 
derive three metrics from this model: complexity, coverage, and 
reachability, which reveal important statistical characteristics of an 
application indicative of its perceived accessibility. The proposed 
metrics are appropriate for comparing similar applications and can 
be fne-tuned for individual users to cater to their skills and goals. 
Finally, we present fve use cases, demonstrating how blind users, 
application developers, and accessibility practitioners can beneft 
from our model and metrics. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Software developers make choices at design time that afect the user 
experience of their software for individuals with disabilities. For 
instance, individuals with blindness—who must use assistive tech-
nologies (ATs), such as screen readers, to interact with computers— 
are disproportionately impacted by how developers organize visual 
content. Interleaving ads with text in web content, for example, can 
lead to confusion and cognitive load, because visual delimiters, such 
as whitespace, do not translate well to audio by the ATs [11, 71]. 
Specifcally, visual proximity in a graphical user interface (UI) does 
not necessarily translate to a simple navigation path via the key-
board and audio; rather, users face an additional cognitive load to 
learn and recall a path through a diferent, logical representation 
of the UI. As a result, decisions such as how elements are logically 
grouped or the selection and placement of keyboard shortcuts are 
critical to the experience of blind users. 

To measure the user experience of the software, usability and 
accessibility are often used in HCI literature. Usability measures to 
what extent the software ofers efective, efcient, and satisfying 
user experience; and accessibility indicates to what extent the soft-
ware can be used by people with various disabilities via assistive 
technologies [77]. Usability does not entail accessibility [47]. For 
example, a piece of software (e.g., remote desktop clients) can be 
usable to a particular user group (e.g., sighted users) but can be in-
accessible to another (e.g., blind users) [5]. Conversely, a particular 
user group (e.g., blind users) can access the software (e.g., Microsoft 
Word) via ATs, but their experience can be poor. 

Researchers have attempted to integrate both qualities, coining 
new terms, such as universal usability, where the underlying theme 
is to enable access to technology plus success for all users [62, 63]. 
We subscribe to this notion that accessibility is an integral part 
of usability, and thus, usability principles can be used to measure 
accessibility. We recognize that universal usability has remained a 
theoretical concept, mainly because the access needs of individuals 
with diferent disabilities are understudied [22], and most devel-
opers are unaware of these needs [16]. As such, we believe it is 
important to understand how individuals with a particular disability 
perceive the usability and accessibility of diferent software. To that 
end, we use a term, perceived accessibility, to capture how well an 
individual with a disability experiences software while interacting 
via their preferred assistive technology. 

This work focuses on vision disability, specifcally individuals 
with blindness, and their perceived accessibility of desktop applica-
tions with screen readers and a keyboard. It is important because 
desktop applications are still the primary ways people use comput-
ers in education and employment. 
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We frst conducted a study with 11 expert blind participants 
to identify what matters the most in their interaction. The study 
reveals that perceived accessibility is subjective; it depends on 
individuals’ skills and goals in using the software. Additionally, 
it is intertwined with usability and other broad concepts, such as 
independence; ease, i.e., the ease of understanding, learning, and 
describing an application; the reliability and deterministic behavior 
of keyboard shortcuts; and the ability to transfer the knowledge of 
knowing one application to another. 

Our study also revealed that a common desire among blind screen 
reader users is to be able to fnd a specifc functionality within three 
to four keystrokes (Section 3.4.8). For example, our analysis shows 
that without the use of a shortcut in Microsoft Word, the average 
task takes 17 keystrokes using a screen reader versus one to two 
clicks for a sighted user. The requirements for Microsoft PowerPoint 
and Excel are almost 23 keystrokes without using shortcuts. As 
a result of such a cumbersome user experience, our participants 
mentioned that they often simply forego functionality and limit 
themselves to a small fraction of the features of an application. 
Continuing the example of Microsoft Word, most participants use 
only 10–15% of the functionalities. 

Through this study, we also collected coarse data on participants’ 
perceived accessibility of commonly used desktop applications and 
usage frequency of diferent UI elements (e.g., menu, ribbons, and 
buttons) within these applications. Based on the fndings and col-
lected data, we propose a probabilistic model and derive three 
metrics, namely, complexity, coverage, and reachability, relevant 
to the usability of keyboard-based interaction of an application for 
blind users. A key to our model is that the number of user actions to 
navigate between any two UI elements has a major contribution to 
the perceived accessibility of screen reader users. Our proposed met-
rics reveal important statistical characteristics of an application’s 
structure (i.e., UI hierarchy, comparable to an HTML DOM tree), 
which is the graphical user interface equivalent of the application 
for screen reader users. 

Our model contributes to the area of computational interaction 
for non-visual navigation. We depart from prior work in cognitive 
modeling (e.g., KLM models [18]) in a way that prior models esti-
mate task completion time as a proxy for the complexity of a task, 
whereas we estimate the overall complexity of an application in 
keystrokes, abstracting individual tasks or task-specifc parameters 
(e.g., source, target, objective). As a result, our metrics can be mea-
sured without end-user involvement and earlier in the design cycle. 
Furthermore, developers can plug these metrics into an optimizer 
to receive recommendations for optimal application structure and 
optimal UI elements to place keyboard shortcuts. We demonstrate 
fve usages (Section 5), including one that suggests the metrics can 
align with users’ perceived accessibility of diferent applications. 

Three properties of our probabilistic model and metrics are: 
• Automatable Measurement: The number of user actions to 
navigate between UI elements can be measured solely from 
the logical representation of the UI in software and a simple 
model of how screen readers traverse this representation. 
This can also be measured by end-users without developer 
involvement or vice versa. 

• Comparable: Users can compare the perceived accessibility 
of similar applications of (e.g., text editors, multimedia play-
ers) by these metrics. For instance, the complexity metric 
for Notepad and Microsoft Word is 1.63 and 3.51 keystrokes, 
respectively. This indicates that Notepad is less complex than 
Microsoft Word and is perceived as more accessible by users. 
Additionally, blind users can estimate the efciency they 
would gain by learning new shortcuts for an application. 

• Extensible Model: Our baseline results show that a simple 
model can be quite informative about the statistical charac-
teristics of an application, but one can incrementally refne 
these models for more accurate results. For instance, our sim-
ple, unweighted model assumes users will navigate from any 
element to any other with equal probability. We show how to 
refne this model based on simple survey-like questions (e.g., 
“How often do you use the ‘Format’ menu?”) and translate 
their responses to a discrete staircase probability distribution 
to better capture user behavior. Similarly, by factoring in the 
role of keyboard shortcuts, one can incrementally improve 
the fdelity of the results. 

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 
(1) Identifying key aspects in blind users’ perceived accessibility 

and connecting those to specifc, measurable software design 
choices (Section 3). 

(2) Probabilistic interaction models (Section 4.3 and Section 4.4) 
and three derived metrics (Section 4.5) that can be measured 
without user or developer involvement, giving the developer 
and end-user more rapid feedback on the usability of the de-
sign and giving the user better insights into the accessibility 
of a software package. 

(3) A technique to model user behavior from survey-like ques-
tions and coarse data (Section 4.4). 

(4) Five use cases demonstrating how these metrics can be used 
(Section 5), including an analysis of 11 applications com-
monly used by blind users (Section 5.1). 

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
This section presents prior work on perceptions of usability and 
accessibility, inaccessibility, and user interaction modeling. 

2.1 Accessibility, Usability, and Inclusion 
Accessibility, usability, and inclusion are closely related concepts 
in creating products (e.g., software, applications, and web pages) 
that work for everyone. Traditionally, usability is measured by how 
much time an average user takes to complete certain tasks (i.e., 
task completion times), as well as by collecting subjective feedback 
(e.g., SUS scores [43] and NASA-TLX scores [44]). Developers are 
motivated to increase the usability of their applications to gain a 
competitive advantage. Ensuring good usability requires substantial 
user testing, which is often laborious and expensive. Accessibility, 
in contrast, is commonly reported by how many accessibility guide-
lines an application violates (i.e., conformance test). Developers 
are often obligated to check such violations in order to comply 
with regulations, such as the U.S. Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and 
Americans with Disabilities Act [67]. The most widely used set of 
accessibility guidelines is Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 
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(WCAG 2.1) [66], which has pushed the use of usability-related 
criteria, such as efectiveness, efciency, and satisfaction, in web 
accessibility [29, 56, 86]. This push is known as usable accessibil-
ity [35] or second wave inclusion [56]. It strongly corroborates the 
theoretical concept of universal usability that accessibility is an 
integral part of usability and the importance of making a product 
usable to all users, regardless of their abilities, backgrounds, skills, 
motivations, personalities, cultures, or ages [62, 63]. 

Embracing accessibility for a particular user group can improve 
the overall usability of a product [55, 75, 84]. However, the key 
challenge is to understand the needs of users with diferent disabil-
ities [3, 22, 46, 68, 69]. In this regard, web accessibility is a notable 
exception because a large body of work exists to understand the 
needs of diferent users in the web [31, 79]. We complement prior 
work by understanding the perception of accessibility of desktop 
applications for blind users. 

Although developers must adhere to the best practices of user 
interface design and accessibility guidelines, the efects of these 
practices and guidelines are not the same. For example, users per-
ceive a website as more accessible if it adheres to the best prac-
tices of user interface design [87]. In contrast, only adhering to 
accessibility guidelines, such as WCAG, has a minor impact on a 
website’s perceived usability [76, 78]. Therefore, instead of pushing 
a guidelines-based design, prior work recommends combining user-
centered and participatory design approaches with conformance 
testing to achieve usability and accessibility in a product [25]. We 
follow this recommendation. 

2.2 Inaccessibility and Automated Testing 
Besides conformance tests, much of the literature on accessibility 
measurement and testing has focused, rightly so, on detecting in-
accessibility, i.e., identifying UI components with insufcient or 
incorrect accessibility metadata. Common inaccessibility issues in-
clude UI elements (e.g., buttons or images) that are not labeled with 
alternate text or are labeled incorrectly; UI elements that are not dis-
coverable (e.g., by setting an ARIA label incorrectly); or by simply 
omitting metadata (e.g., remote desktop systems, where the screen 
reader sees a blank void [5]). Numerous tools (e.g., [34, 50, 58]) exist 
that implement rule-driven conformance testing to fnd inacces-
sible UI elements within an application automatically. Examples 
of rule-driven tools include Expresso [33] and Robolectic [58] for 
Android, KIF [42] and EarlGrey [34] for iOS, and Inspect [51] and 
AccChecker [50] for Windows. 

These tools have several limitations [48, 57, 74]. First, the rule-
driven tests cannot capture all accessibility issues [48] and are 
usually incomplete [48]. For instance, Vigo et al. [74] show that, 
on average, the current popular web accessibility testing frame-
works have around 50% coverage, 14-38% completeness, and 66-71% 
correctness. Second, some accessibility guidelines are open to in-
terpretation and thus challenging to translate into rules [12, 13]. 
This can be further challenged by a lack of easily quantifable met-
rics. Although several metrics exist for the web, these are mostly 
based on the number of barriers or passes found through an ac-
cessibility evaluation [48]. Yan and Ramachandran [83] proposed 
two additional metrics for inaccessibility: inaccessible element rate 
to estimate the percentage of UI elements that are inaccessible; 

and accessibility issue rate to calculate the percentage of the actual 
number of accessibility issues relative to the maximum number 
of accessibility issues. Unfortunately, none of these metrics are a 
good match for evaluating user experience above a base level of 
functionality. In contrast, our proposed metrics can estimate the 
perceived accessibility of desktop applications as a proxy for user 
experience, which can be used during automated testing. 

2.3 Cognitive Models in Accessibility 
Prior work explored the use of cognitive models [10, 60, 70, 71] 
as a means for designers to understand the accessibility of user 
interfaces. For example, Biswas and Robinson proposed a model to 
simulate how people with low vision and motor impairments inter-
act with graphical user interface [9], which they used to predict task 
completion times of individuals with a specifc impairment [10]. 

GOMS [19] is arguably the most well-known model to estimate 
the completion time of a specifc task [70], as well as to analyze the 
complexity of UI elements [38, 39]. Tonn-Eichstädt [70] developed 
a modifed GOMS model [17] for blind users to perform a compara-
tive evaluation of webpage designs. The users performed simple 
but unfamiliar tasks with a screen reader, which formed the basis 
of this model. Takagi et al. [64] developed a tool to predict the com-
pletion time of expert screen reader users to navigate to an element 
on a webpage. The completion time includes a summation of the 
assumed time to speak all page elements that can be traversed en 
route to the target element. This accounts for individual expertise 
and navigation strategies (e.g., skipping links and headings in web-
pages) but not cognitive decision times or other user operations, 
such as verifcation of screen reader output and choices between 
alternative navigation strategies. Therefore, this is not a cognitive 
model and does not refect a user’s approach to a well-practiced 
task. 

GOMS also paves the way for using other models such as KLM 
(keystroke-Level Model) [18], which estimates the task execution 
time for a specifc scenario in a given design [41]. Trewin et al. [71] 
investigated how to model keystrokes of skilled screen reader users 
using KLM [17]. They concluded that such models could help de-
signers create user interfaces that are well-tuned for screen reader 
users, without the need for modeling expertise, but also indicated 
the difculty in learning KLM. Other researchers also point out 
cognitive models’ steep learning curve, being tedious to use, and 
error-prone [37]. 

Both GOMS and KLM require a high-level task to be broken up 
until the point where each sub-task can be accomplished using 
one or more predefned operators (either physical or mental). For 
keyboard-based navigation, the physical operator is a keystroke. 
The required time for each keystroke is then estimated, along with 
any delays for the user to think (i.e., mental operator). Diferent 
atomic-level tasks and their estimated execution times are available 
in Kieras et al.’s work [41]. 

In sum, predicting task completion time is a key focus of prior 
work. It is also an important usability metric for sighted users who 
mostly use pointing devices (e.g., mice) to acquire targets and key-
boards for entering text (and executing basic shortcuts), but it is 
not a reliable metric for blind screen reader users who exclusively 
use keyboards. This is because the task completion time for blind 
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users depends on the several factors [1]: individuals’ expertise with 
screen readers, their familiarity with the app, navigation strate-
gies supported by the screen readers (e.g., fat or hierarchical [4]), 
and individuals’ the use of shortcuts (e.g., fast versus application-
provided [4]). 

Compared to GOMS, our model is not suited for estimating task 
completion times since there is no notion of tasks in our modeling. 
Instead, we report application-level metrics based on the expected 
number of keystrokes required to transition between any two UI 
elements within an app with a probability (either from a uniform 
or a staircase distribution). We describe the relationship between 
ours and GOMS modeling in Section 6.2 with an illustration. 

2.4 Computational Interaction Models 
Computational interaction is a recent development in HCI that 
is concerned with abstracting the interactions via the use of al-
gorithms and theories (e.g., control theory [54]), data, and math-
ematical models (e.g., optimization) [54]. Among these, control 
theory [36] is of special interest to HCI researchers as it helps to 
model interaction as a continuous event—which is arguably the true 
nature of interactions [27]. Information Theory-based classic model, 
Fitts’ law [28], is found to be a special use case of control theory. 
Prior research in computational interaction has mostly focused on 
optimizing the experience for sighted users, who can observe and 
interact with the visual cues (e.g., moving target, diferent font faces, 
text styles, spacing). However, little to no efort has been given to 
understanding and optimizing the interactions of blind users. Our 
probability model can serve as a computational interaction model 
for non-visual navigation with a keyboard. 

3 FORMATIVE STUDY: UNDERSTANDING THE 
PERCEPTION OF ACCESSIBILITY 

To investigate blind screen reader users’ general perception of 
accessibility, as well as variations in their perception across dif-
ferent applications, we carried out an IRB-approved user study. 
Specifcally, we conducted semi-structured interviews, following 
the recommendations for qualitative interview design [72]. 

3.1 Research Questions 
We structured our questionnaire around 4 predefned research ques-
tions (RQ1 to RQ4) and followed up with secondary questions 
adapted to the participants’ expertise, profession, and conversation 
fow. We describe these questions below: 

RQ1: What are the important qualities of a high-quality, accessible 
app? We wanted to know what the participants understood by the 
term accessibility or what qualities of an application contribute to or 
detract from accessibility. Sample follow-up questions included: (i) 
What is accessibility to you? (ii) What do you mean when you say 
that an application is accessible? (iii) What is your view on accessi-
bility? and (iv) What are the characteristics of a highly accessible 
app? 

RQ2: For commonly used desktop apps, how do you perceive the 
accessibility of each app? We asked participants to rate around 
10 − 15 applications on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being the least and 5 
being the most accessible. We also asked them to rationalize their 
ratings with the use of scenarios and anecdotes. We started with 

a list of the most commonly used apps in the blind community 
(e.g., Microsoft Ofce apps, Calculator, Notepad)—as informed by 
our prior experience of working with similar participants. This 
list of applications was updated initially but quickly became stable 
as the list covered the most frequently used applications of the 
participants. 

RQ3: What percentage of total functionality on a desktop app 
do you think that you typically use? We were purposefully vague 
in this question because we aimed to understand the participants’ 
perception of app usage. Since all participants were experts (self-
reported), their perception of app usage could reveal important 
insight. For better understanding, we specifcally asked them about 
3 to 4 applications of their choosing; for example: What fraction 
of all the features in MS Word do you use? The participants were 
asked for a rough estimate, as this would be difcult to quantify 
precisely without recording usage data. 

RQ4: What is an acceptable number of keystrokes (in a chain) 
for you to perform a task? This question aimed to understand the 
typical efort (in the number of keystrokes) the participants are 
comfortable with while issuing a screen reader command. Note that 
this question was not meant for any specifc task (e.g., applying 
boldface to a text region, increasing text size) but to understand the 
users’ general efort in issuing a command or, inversely, the ease 
of issuing a command, at a time. Moreover, all of our participants 
were familiar with application shortcuts for faster navigation. We 
also asked about their process of learning shortcuts. 

3.2 Participants and Recruitment Criteria 
We recruited 11 blind participants (8 male, 3 female; details in 
Table 1) through mailing lists1. Some participants had light per-
ception; they all used screen readers full-time. Their ages varied 
from 33 − 68 with an average of 45.73. The participants work in 
varying industries, including Healthcare, Entrepreneurship, IT, and 
Assistive Technology Training Centers. 

Our inclusion criteria included legally blind adults who are ex-
perts in screen reading technologies, e.g., power users or assistive 
technology trainers. We imposed this constraint because research 
has shown that usability models constructed with expert user be-
havior can well-approximate outcomes across a range of (visual) 
tasks and devices for general users [71]. Therefore, we screened 
participants who considered themselves experts (i.e., expertise was 
self-reported). The 11 participants in our study had extensive expe-
rience using assistive technologies with various applications, and 
had accumulated knowledge over time about what works and what 
does not work efectively. 

3.3 Interview Method 
The interviews were semi-structured and conducted remotely via 
teleconference (Zoom or telephone). Two researchers administered 
the study: one conversed with the participant while the other took 
notes. Each session was audio-video recorded after consent for 
post-analysis and follow-up. 

After verbal consent, we began by asking participants to intro-
duce themselves and tell us a bit about their history of blindness. 

1 freelists.org/list/program-l and nvda.groups.io/g/nvda 

freelists.org/list/program-l
nvda.groups.io/g/nvda
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ID 
Age/ 
Sex 

Profession Light Perception Screen Reader Used Expertise 

P1 36/M Healthcare Yes JAWS, NVDA, VoiceOver Expert 
P2 39/M Entrepreneur No NVDA Expert 
P3 35/M Graduate Student No JAWS, NVDA Expert 
P4 45/M Entrepreneur Yes NVDA, System Access Expert 
P5 48/F University Disability Center No JAWS, NVDA, VoiceOver Expert 
P6 40/M IT Instructor Yes JAWS, NVDA Expert 
P7 33/F Assistive Technology Trainer Yes JAWS, NVDA, VoiceOver Expert 
P8 38/F Assistive Technology Trainer Yes JAWS, NVDA, VoiceOver Expert 
P9 67/M Engineer No JAWS, NVDA, VoiceOver Expert 
P10 68/M Assistive Technology Instructor No JAWS, NVDA Expert 
P11 54/M Software Developer (Python) No JAWS, NVDA Expert 

Table 1: Participant demographics in the formative study 

Next, we proceeded with our research questions, described earlier 
in Section 3.1. 

Each session lasted an hour, and participants were compensated 
with a $30 (USD) Amazon or other form of e-gift card. Each in-
terview culminated with participants providing suggestions and 
recommendations. 

3.3.1 Collection of Application Usage Data. After asking our pri-
mary research questions (RQ1 to RQ4), we collected data about the 
usage of diferent UI elements (e.g., menus, ribbons, buttons) of 
applications. More specifcally, we asked participants to rate their 
likelihood of using a given UI element (e.g., a menu item) on a 
scale of 0 to 4, where 4 is ‘very frequently’, 3 is ‘frequently’, 2 is 
‘sometimes’, 1 is ‘rarely’, and 0 is ‘never’ (e.g., ‘never used it’ or ‘not 
applicable’). 

We collected menu-specifc information (e.g., menus, ribbons, 
sub-menus) instead of task-specifc information (e.g., button to 
make selected text boldfaced, increase the font size). This is because 
users are more likely to be familiar with the name of the menu 
hierarchy (e.g., File, View, Format) than an individual item within a 
menu. 

We started with major menu groups of visually adjacent func-
tionality (e.g., a top-level ribbon tab in Microsoft Ofce), and, for 
groups that are used, we move down and ask the same question 
about sub-groups or individual elements. This simple, interview-
based approach allowed us to collect coarse usage data without the 
disruption of installing a keylogger or other intrusive software on 
their personal devices. We used this data in our modeling (described 
later in Section 4.4). 

3.3.2 Data Analysis. Following the completion of the frst three 
interviews, the researchers analyzed the transcripts using an itera-
tive coding process with initial coding and identifed concepts [15], 
categorized them, framed new questions for subsequent interviews, 
and updated the concept list. 

3.4 Findings 
We present the fndings of our study in the following discussion. 

3.4.1 Important Qalities of Accessible Applications. Participant 
P8, who provides Assistive Technology training to other people 

stated three important characteristics of accessible applications: 
basic, understandable, and explainable. In her words: 

“An application should be basic, understandable, 
and easy to describe to others. By basic, I mean a 
home screen that is not cluttered with unneces-
sary buttons and stuf. If you understand some-
thing, you can learn it easily and if it is easy to 
describe, you can pass on what you know easily...” 

Participants P9 and P10 shared the same view as P8. Participants 
P4, P6, and P11 all stated that they use a screen reader to test the 
accessibility of an application. 

According to P6: 

“I usually rely on JAWS or NVDA to decide it for 
me. If JAWS starts saying "blank, blank, blank..." 
I know I have an inaccessible app in my hand.” 

Ease of navigation among UI items was another aspect that came 
repeatedly during the interview. All of our participants P3, P4, P6, 
P8-P11 mentioned that they prefer Notepad over Microsoft Word 
for text editing purposes only because navigating in the former 
application with fewer options feels much easier to them. The 
calculator was another application that received multiple mentions 
as an app with easier navigation. 

3.4.2 Accessibility and Usability. When asked about the relation-
ship between accessibility and usability, three participants (P3, P5, 
and P7) mentioned that accessibility does not always guarantee the 
usability of an application. Apropos of that, P3 ofered a diferent 
angle. 

“To me, if the performance diference between 
a visual and a non-visual user is negligible in 
an application, I would consider it accessible... 
Usability is person-specifc. A perfectly usable 
interface for someone may not be comfortable for 
others.” 

3.4.3 Accessibility and Independence. Another term that came up 
often during our interviews was independence. Participants P3, P6, 
P7, P8, P9, P10, and P11 mentioned independence as a concept 
closely related to accessibility. In their opinions, key criteria for 
evaluation of accessibility are whether users feel comfortable using 
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and learning the software on their own, as well as teaching other 
people themselves. In the words of P7: 

“...if someone is able to approach, learn, and use 
technology with comfort, that is what accessibil-
ity is to me. ... accessibility will lead to indepen-
dence. ” 

3.4.4 Accessibility and Reliability. When asked about what makes 
an application accessible, P7 stated that reliability, or consistent 
behavior, is essential. Software often has context-dependent be-
havior, such as a keyboard shortcut only working properly when 
the user is performing a relevant task. Worse, application context 
cues may be only visual; in other cases, the application may have 
simple bugs or omissions that a sighted user can work around 
with a mouse click. For a blind user, however, these shortcuts also 
serve a critical role in navigation, and inconsistent or unreliable 
behavior disrupts navigation. To P7, the reliability of a shortcut 
means that the shortcut always behaves the same way, regardless 
of the application state. For instance, P7 mentioned that the desktop 
version of Outlook has a shortcut that is reliable, but in the web 
version, the behavior depends on the current focus. P7 also echoed 
common frustrations related to inaccessibility, such as missing and 
wrong labels, and unlabeled pictures, which in turn undermine 
independence. According to P7: 

“Accessibility also means reliability to me. The 
labels, actions, and results of those actions should 
be reliable. If I am pressing a shortcut key and 
nothing is happening, there is nowhere else to 
go.” 

3.4.5 Learning a New Application and shortcuts. Commensurate 
with the earlier fnding regarding independence, we fnd that inde-
pendent exploration is key to how participants learn new software. 
Most of our participants (P3, P4, P5, P7, P9, P11) prefer to start 
with keyboard commands, a help menu, or documentation and see 
whether the application is useful. If they fnd the software useful 
after the initial exploration, they are likely to continue learning 
and exploring. In the words of P3: 

“If the application is not accessible, I don’t bother. 
If it is, I try it by myself at frst. Then, I use the 
documentation or do a google search to fnd more 
features...” 

Some participants also mentioned that they often attempted to 
transfer the knowledge of knowing one app to a new app when 
learning. For instance, when asked how they would learn new 
software, say Microsoft W (a made-up name, we are not afliated 
with Microsoft), P7 creatively reacted to this question by describing 
her strategy: 

“Well, you already gave me a hint. If it is Mi-
crosoft, I can use my awful past knowledge – I’ll 
be automatically teaching myself that it def-
nitely has a fle menu, it likely has a [you know] 
taskbar, [you know] the ribbons at the top, prob-
ably. It supports Alt and arrow commands.” 

All of our participants were familiar with application shortcuts 
and the signifcant improvements in user experience that shortcuts 

can bring. However, most of our participants were reluctant to 
invest the efort for a variety of reasons, including the stress and 
time required for memorization. For example, P2 mentioned that 
he only memorizes shortcuts for a feature he frequently uses, and 
P3 avoids using shortcuts altogether. 

A noteworthy exception was P6, who believes memorizing short-
cuts for faster navigation is worthwhile. He reported that he knew 
about 50 shortcuts for MS Word alone, and even created tutorial 
audio clips to help others memorize shortcuts. Because of his pro-
fession (IT Instructor), he collaborated with many sighted and blind 
computer users. Memorizing many shortcuts allowed him to per-
form a task faster to be in sync with his sighted collaborators. 

3.4.6 Perception of Application-Specific Accessibility. We asked 
each participant to rate the accessibility of commonly used appli-
cations on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is the least, and 5 is the most 
accessible. 

The participants consistently rated Notepad and Calculator as 
the most accessible applications. Visual Studio scored the low-
est, and participants shared many accessibility issues with Visual 
Studio. 

For Microsoft Excel, almost all the participants agreed that 
cell-to-cell navigation is simple but tiresome. Nonetheless, they 
rated Excel well overall because the rich, comprehensive features 
for data manipulation make Excel a useful application. 

A color chart of all the applications with their ratings is shown 
in Figure 1. A darker tone is used here to indicate larger counts, 
while lighter tones indicate smaller counts. Not all applications 
have 11 ratings, as we omitted scores from participants that were 
not familiar with a given application, or for applications added after 
that interview. 

We also note that one source of divergent scores among our 
participants fell along whether they could perceive light or color. 
Some participants with light perception were able to get some visual 
cues, improving their overall experience relative to users without 
light or color perception. For applications that do not require visual 
cues for navigation, such as the calculator or the notepad, there 
was little disagreement. 

3.4.7 Usage of Application Functionality. In order to understand 
whether all application functionality was equally useful, we asked 
the participants what percentage of all the features they use in an 
application like MS Word. Then, we repeated the same process for a 
few other applications, including Notepad and MS Excel. Responses 
for Word varied widely, from 10–70%, although most reported 10%, 
as shown in Figure 2a. For MS Excel, the number was about the 
same. For Notepad, however, the numbers jumped around from 
50–90%, given its very limited set of functionalities. 

3.4.8 Acceptable Number of Keystrokes to Perform a Task. Most of 
our participants report that two or three keystrokes are acceptable 
for a given task, as shown in Figure 2b. After fve keystrokes, the 
experience becomes cumbersome. In the words of P6: 

“... ... 4 is also acceptable. 5, I would say, is pushing 
a bit, and any more than that, I might as well 
just use the menu. Because, something that can 
be done with one click, should not take 5 or more 
keystrokes ... ...” 
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Application
Participant Rating

1 2 3 4 5
Notepad 0 0 1 0 8

MS Word 0 0 3 4 4

MS Excel 0 1 1 3 6

Calculator 0 0 0 2 5

Acrobat Reader 0 2 5 2 1

Outlook 0 1 1 5 1

Zoom 0 0 3 2 4

VLC Media Player 0 1 0 1 0

Audacity 0 0 1 1 1

MS PowerPoint 0 2 2 4 1

Visual Studio 1 2 1 0 0

Google Meet 0 0 0 1 2

FileZilla 0 0 0 2 0

Figure 1: Accessibility scores of commonly used applications as rated by participants – one being the least and fve being the most accessible. 
The shade of a cell indicates the frequency of response, which is also shown numerically within a cell. 
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Figure 2: Results from the formative study. 

One exception was P3, an advanced MS Word user. For P3, fve 
keystrokes are comfortable, and he was willing to go as high as 
10 − 15 keystrokes if the task at hand was worth it, although this 
was beyond his comfort level, and he was quick to note that he 
considered himself an outlier among users with blindness. 

3.5 Perception of Accessibility and Usability in 
Screen Reader-Mediated Interaction 

We now discuss our fndings. Our study revealed that the partici-
pants’ perception of accessibility was intertwined with usability, 
similar to the concept of universal usability [62, 63]. They also 
associated accessibility with other broad concepts, such as indepen-
dence, the reliable and deterministic behavior of keyboard shortcuts, 
and knowledge transfer. 

The frequent association of “independence” with accessibility is 
unsurprising because “independence” is central to blind users [45], 
and it is considered the primary goal of any assistive device [80]. 
Some participants extended the notion of “independence” to “ease” 
and “comfort”, such as the ease of understanding an app, the ease 
of learning, and the ease of describing an app to others. Ease and 
comfort are tenets of usability, and the fact that they asked for these 
qualities suggests that AT-mediated interactions lack usability. 

Another perception of accessibility is the deterministic appli-
cation behavior and the reliability of keyboard shortcuts. This is 
insightful because many user interactions are not deterministic. For 
example, re-organizing menu items based on usage is not deter-
ministic; it forces blind users to update their mental map each time. 
Sometimes, navigating between two UI elements is not reversible 
(e.g., moving from A to B takes 4 left arrows, but moving from B 
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to A takes more or fewer than 4 right arrows). These are bugs that 
often remain undetected during system testing. 

The ability to transfer the knowledge of knowing one application 
to another came up often. This concept is broadly connected with 
the uniformity of interaction, a known usability principle. However, 
prior work [4] indicates that transferring knowledge is a major 
challenge for screen reader users. For example, switching from one 
screen reader to another (e.g., from JAWS to NVDA), from one 
application to another (e.g., from MS Word to Open Ofce), or from 
one platform to another (e.g., from Mac to Windows) is all but 
difcult. Therefore, although the underlying usability principle is a 
known art, its application for blind users is noisy and unforced. 

Further, most participants were aware of the upper limit of ac-
cessibility: when “the performance diference between a visual and 
non-visual interaction is negligible in an application” (P3). This is 
interesting because most accessibility researchers evaluate the per-
formance of their system or prototype with a set of participants 
having the same disability (e.g., blindness) [2]. But our fndings in-
dicate that researchers should compare their system’s performance 
to those without disabilities to set the bar for future development. 

Understanding these nuanced relationships between accessibility 
and usability in AT-mediated interaction is one of the contributions 
of this paper. 

4 PROBABILISTIC MODELS AND METRICS 
ESTIMATING PERCEIVED ACCESSIBILITY 

The previous section highlights how blind users organically asso-
ciate usability with accessibility and how their assistive technology 
(AT)-mediated interaction lacks well-known usability principles. 
Take the inability to transfer knowledge as an example. For sighted 
users, transferring knowledge is facilitated by the graphical user 
interface, which creates a de facto standard for the application in-
terface that gives sighted users ease of learning, ease of use, and 
ease of transfer of knowledge gained from using one application to 
another because of a consistent look and feel [73]. Often, this con-
sistency is enforced by the systems (e.g., GUI libraries, frameworks, 
or Operating Systems). 

However, no such enforcer exists for blind users. Their primary 
mode of interaction is keyboard-based shortcuts that vary from 
application to application. This is analogous to forcing sighted users 
to interact with applications only via command line interfaces, 
where the command set for diferent applications difers. 

Therefore, the key usability challenge in AT-mediated interaction 
is how users navigate and interact with a graphical user interface— 
approximated by an AT, using a keyboard. Since visual proximity in 
a graphical user interface does not necessarily translate to a simple 
navigation path via the keyboard and audio; decisions such as how 
elements are logically grouped or the selection and placement of 
keyboard shortcuts are critical to the experience of blind AT users. 

This section frst explains how we model assistive technology 
navigation through a given application UI. Then, we use probabilis-
tic modeling to replicate UI navigation. Finally, we derive three 
metrics using this modeling; namely, Complexity, Coverage, and 
Reachability, which can reveal important statistical characteristics 
of an application relating to its usability for blind AT users. 

4.1 Modeling Application Navigation 
To build a navigation model for an app, we start by extracting a 
logical model of the UI using standard accessibility APIs. Accessi-
bility APIs expose a logical representation of an application’s user 
interface as a tree of UI elements, similar to an HTML Document 
Object Model (DOM) tree; for brevity, we use the term DOM in this 
paper to describe the OS’s logical representation of the UI. 

To extract an application’s DOM, we developed a tool in C#, 
similar to Accessibility Insights2. Internally, this tool utilizes UI 
Automation API [52] to register a hook onto the target application 
and extract the metadata associated with each UI element in that 
app. Once extracted, our tool exports the constructed DOM as an 
XML fle. We then calculate our metrics on this XML fle. The DOM 
extraction process is mechanical and requires only a few clicks. We 
plan to make our tool open-sourced and release it in the future. 

For a graphical user interface, this DOM is ultimately rendered 
into a bitmap, whereas for an assistive technology, such as a screen 
reader, the DOM is traversed and converted to speech. In the case 
of an AT, we need to posit the notion of focus or a cursor, which 
identifes the current element the AT is rendering (into speech, for 
a screen reader). The AT user must move through the DOM, one 
element at a time. 

As an example, Figure 3 shows a screen capture of Microsoft 
Word, with a few visual elements under the "Home" ribbon high-
lighted and labeled with numbers. Figure 4 shows a simplifed DOM 
representation of the labeled elements, where the "Home" ribbon 
tab (label 1) is a parent of the other elements, which are siblings 
within the hierarchical representation. Note that a "down arrow" 
navigation (from 1) always goes to a single element (2), and then 
the user must navigate laterally to other siblings. From any of the 
elements 2..5, the user can type the "up arrow" to move back to 1, 
creating an asymmetric path, indicated by unidirectional arrows in 
the fgure. We note that the organization of elements in the DOM 
may not match the visual layout. 

The user of a screen reader uses a keystroke to navigate from one 
node in the navigation model to another. In moving from a DOM 
to a navigation model, we remove some hidden elements from the 
DOM that would not afect navigation, such as "container" elements 
that logically group several UI elements, but do not contain any 
information to present or action to take. Screen readers implement 
similar heuristics, such as fattening containers that have only other 
containers as children. 

In practice, keyboard shortcuts can also add edges to the naviga-
tion model. A keyboard shortcut can jump to a given UI element, 
reducing the number of keystrokes required to navigate from one 
element to another. Shortcuts are also unidirectional; if the user 
is on element A and uses a shortcut to jump to B, the application 
may not provide a matching shortcut back to A. We add edges 
to our navigation model for all keyboard shortcuts. In short, our 
navigation model introduces one directed edge per transition of 
focus, and a node is a UI element. 

2https://accessibilityinsights.io/docs/en/windows/overview/ 

https://accessibilityinsights.io/docs/en/windows/overview/
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Figure 3: A screenshot of MS Word, with a few clickable elements labeled 
with numbers (1 to 6). 
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Figure 5: The cost model for nodes 1, 2, 3 from Figure 4 (top-right). Nodes 
are the same UI elements as in the DOM, but the edges represent the 
smallest cost to move between a pair of elements. In practice, the graph 
is fully connected (and simplifed for clarity). 

4.2 Cost Model 
The next step is to build a cost model for each potential transition. 
Cost is simply the shortest path between two nodes in the naviga-
tion graph, represented in the number of keystrokes. This includes 
up/down moves, sibling/level moves, and also shortcut moves if 
applicable. 

For example, let us consider that our source is node 1 and our 
destination is node 5 in Figure 4. The journey from node 1 to node 
5 would have the path 1 →− 2 →− 3 →− 4 →− 5. Here, the move 1 →− 2 
is a down move and the rest are sibling/level moves. One down 
move and three sibling moves make the total cost of this journey 
1 + 3 = 4. In the case of keyboard shortcuts, we model a move as 
the total number of keystrokes needed for that (e.g., 2 for "Alt+H"). 

Figure 5 shows the cost model with nodes 1, 2, 3 from Figure 4. 
The model is represented using a fully connected, weighted graph, 
where each edge’s weight is the minimal cost to travel between two 
nodes (i.e., UI items.) 

4.3 Transition Model 1: Uniform Transition 
Probability 

We model UI navigation as a random process in which a user navi-
gates from one UI element to another at discrete time steps. If an 
application has � interactable UI elements, at each time, the AT’s 
cursor or focus can be on one of these � elements and can transition 
to any of the other � −1 elements. To represent the transition model, 
we build a fully-connected, weighted, directed graph (�) having � 
nodes and � ∗ (� − 1) edges. The weight of each edge in this model 
is the probability of that transition taking place, as explained below. 

As a simple baseline, we start with a model where each transition 
is equally likely. In other words, the probability of an edge, � being 
followed is: 

1 

32 4 5 6 

Figure 4: A simplifed DOM representation of the labeled UI 
elements in Figure 3 (left). The Home ribbon tab is a parent of 
the other elements, which are siblings in the hierarchy. 
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Figure 6: The frst transition model for nodes 1, 2, 3 from Figure 4. 
The edges represent the uniform transition probability (1/6) to 
move between a pair of elements. For simplicity, we only show 
3 nodes with 3 directional edges (i.e., 6 unidirectional edges). 
In practice, the graph is fully connected containing a total of 
6 nodes and 36 unidirectional edges, with an equal transition 
probability of 1/36 for each edge. 

1 
�� = (1)

� ∗ (� − 1) 

Continuing the Microsoft Word example, Figure 6 presents a 
transition model for nodes 1, 2, 3 from Figure 4. With � = 3, we get 
�� = 1 = 6

1 . In other words, the probability of each transition is 3∗2
1 
6 , as shown in Figure 6. 

4.4 Transition Model 2: Modeling Probabilities 
from User Interviews 

Recall that during our interview, we collected coarse data about 
the participants’ usage of diferent features in an application (Sec-
tion 3.3.1). We can use this data to build a user-specifc transition 
model, where each edge (i.e., transition) in the fully-connected 
graph may have diferent weights (i.e., probabilities). 

During data collection, recall that the participants rated their 
likelihood of using diferent UI elements (e.g., menus) in an applica-
tion on a scale of 0 to 4 (4 is "very frequently", 3 is "frequently", 2 is 
"sometimes", 1 is "rarely", and 0 is "never"). With this interview data, 
we can then place every UI element in one of fve buckets, corre-
sponding to the average usage frequency reported by participants. 
We model a fve-node “graph of graphs”, where the fve buckets 
are each a node in a fully-connected transition graph (Figure 7), 
but each bucket also contains a transition graph of all the nodes 
within the bucket (Figure 8). Note that if there are � nodes in the 
transition graph and 5 buckets in total, and a bucket �� containsÍ�=5�� nodes, then � = �=0 �� . 

For each transition, then, one must consider whether it is an 
intra-bucket or inter-bucket transition. As a simplifcation, we treat 
all items within a bucket (e.g., all the edges in Figure 8) as hav-
ing equal probability. Since transitioning to a node in the never 
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Figure 7: A complete graph-of-graph with 5 pref-
erence buckets (�0 to �4). Each bucket contains 
all the nodes with identical personalized proba-
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Figure 8: A complete graph 
showing the intra-bucket 
transitions for bucket �� . For 
an illustration, we assume 
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bility values (e.g., 0.1 for all nodes in �1). Only 
inter-bucket transitions are shown. Intra-bucket 

this bucket contains four 
nodes: 1, 2, 3, and 4. Figure 9: A staircase probability distribution for 5 pref-

transitions are shown in Figure 8. erence buckets (�0 to �4). Nodes or UI items in bucket 
�4 are most likely to be visited from a random node. 

bucket (�0) is extremely unlikely (i.e., ‘never’), we consider the tran- 4.5.1 Complexity. We defne complexity as the expected number 
sition probability to a node in this bucket, � (�0) is infnitesimally of keystrokes required to navigate from one node to another in an 
small, i.e., � (�0) ≈ 0. Hence, we ignore bucket �0 from the further application. We calculate this by the simple formula of mathematical 
calculation. expectation: 

Next, we model the probabilities for the other four buckets (�1 − 
� �=� ∑ �4) as � (�� ) = 10 , modeling it after a discrete staircase probability 

���������� = �� ∗ �� (3)distribution [23], with hyperparameters � = 1, � = 4, and � = 4. 
This is shown in Figure 9. The hyperparameter � represents the �=1 

number of buckets, which is 4 in our formulation (e.g., �1 to �4). The where � = � ∗ (� − 1) represents the total number of edges 

values � = 1 and � = 4 indicate that the likelihood of transitioning or possible transitions, {�1,�2,�3, ......,�� } represents the costs 
for all � edges (comes from the cost model), and the probabilities to a node in the highly-frequently bucket (�4) is 4 times than 

that of a node in the rarely bucket (�1). Derivation of � (�� ) is {�1, �2, �3, ......, �� } (comes from the transition model) represent 
the likelihood of a transition. shown in Appendix A. Now, we can calculate the probability of an 

Complexity captures the difculty perceived by a user whileedge, � (which is from bucket �� ) using the following formula: 
navigating an application. The higher the expected number of 
keystrokes for a transition in the application, the more tedious 

� (�� )
= (2) the user experience. �� Í�=4,�≠� 
�� ∗ (�� − 1) + �� ∗ �� �=1 4.5.2 m-keystroke Coverage. We defne m-keystroke coverage 

Here bucket �� contains the destination node of the edge � , as the percent of possible transitions that can be completed in � 
and the denominator is the total number of edges incoming to or fewer keystrokes. For example, our fndings show that users 
nodes in �� . Here, �� ∗ (�� − 1) is for the intra-bucket edges and consider three to four keystrokes are an acceptable target, although 
�� ∗ 

Í 
�
� 
=
= 
1
4,�≠� 

�� for the inter-bucket edges. We show the results of two to three keystrokes are desirable (see Section 3.4.8). As such, 
this user-specifc usage model in the preliminary feedback section the 3-keystroke coverage would indicate what fraction of the edges 
(Section 5.1.4). in the transition graph have a cost (i.e., weight) of three or less. 

We selected the staircase probability distribution because it is a Higher m-keystroke coverage is better for the end user. We also 
simple and sufcient match for a discrete preferences questionnaire. use the term coverage more generically. 
This approach also leverages the intuition that fner gradations 4.5.3 x%-reachability. We defne x%-reachability as the value of 
of user probability are unlikely to afect the overall result. This 

� for m-keystroke coverage that would cover �% of the possible 
approach to interviewing participants also matches the logical or- transitions in the application. The primary goal of this metric is to 
ganization of a given piece of software, quickly dismissing swaths understand how many keystrokes the users may need when they 
of functions that users ignore, without losing outliers. want to use a certain percentage of all the features in an application. 

As reported in §3.4, users only use a very small portion of the 
4.5 The Metrics available application options, shown in Figure 2(a). Thus, it would 
We propose three new metrics that we calculate using our cost make sense to investigate how many keystrokes it would take if we 
and transition models. This subsection presents these metrics for were to cover 10%, 20%, or 50% of all the nodes. The lower the value 
estimating blind users’ perceived accessibility, along with their of x% Reachability, the better the overall navigation complexity for 
signifcance, mathematical formulae, and statistical meanings. the user. We also use the term reachability more generically. 
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Capturing the Value of Learning Shortcuts. Some of the 
nodes in an application DOM have shortcuts. When these nodes are 
the destinations of a transition, the cost is 1 − 3 depending on the 
number of keystrokes associated with the shortcut. Shortcuts have 
a steep learning curve, and generally require the user to memorize 
them. If the user is not aware of an existing shortcut, they must 
traverse the application UI in the traditional way using up, down, 
and sibling moves. 

In order to capture the potential gains from learning these short-
cuts, we calculate and compare the complexity, coverage, and reach-
ability of an application with and without shortcuts. Of course, 
the measurements without shortcuts are expected to be worse. For 
example, it would take nine keystrokes to apply boldface to a piece 
of text in MS Word (Figure 3). With shortcut (���� + �), however, it 
would take just two keystrokes. 

However, a signifcant diference between a measure with and 
without shortcuts indicates that the user can improve their experi-
ence by learning these shortcuts. This metric is most relevant when 
the scores without shortcuts are poor; adding shortcuts to an appli-
cation with already good metric values will only see diminishing 
returns. 

5 USE CASES OF THE PROPOSED METRICS 
In this section, we demonstrate how screen reader users, application 
developers, and accessibility practitioners can use our metrics. 

5.1 Use Case 1: Benchmarking Commonly Used 
Applications 

This section presents the benchmarking results (in terms of the 
proposed metrics) for 11 applications, followed by validation via 
a follow-up discussion with study participants. We selected the 
applications based on the process described in Section 3.1 (RQ2). 

5.1.1 Complexity of Commonly Used Application. Complexity mea-
sures the expected number of keystrokes to move from one UI ele-
ment to another in a given application (§4.5.1). Figure 10 presents 
complexity metrics for 11 diferent applications. For each appli-
cation, we report data with and without shortcuts (the diference 
indicates how much the user experience depends on learning the 
shortcuts). One can think of the two bars as bounding the range 
of accessible user experience—ranging from no knowledge of any 
shortcut to perfect mastery of all shortcuts. The reality is likely in 
between for most users. 

Among the lowest complexity applications, when factoring in 
shortcuts, are Calculator, Notepad, VLC Media Player, and MS Word; 
among the highest are Adobe Acrobat Reader, Audacity, and MS 
PowerPoint. MS Excel is a special case, in that most of the complex-
ity comes from traversing 250 diferent cells in our sample input 
spreadsheet, for which arrow keys are commonly used. 

In terms of gains from shortcuts, we fnd applications that placed 
shortcuts near difcult-to-reach UI elements fared best, such as MS 
Word, Notepad, Outlook, and Visual Studio. 

5.1.2 3-Keystroke Coverage of Commonly Used Application. 3-keystroke 
coverage is the percent of total transitions a user can complete in 
up to 3 keystrokes. We selected 3 as a target based on input from 
the user study (Figure 2b). The results are presented in Figure 11. 

These results indicate that most applications have extremely 
limited functionality within users’ comfort level, without the aid 
of shortcuts. In most cases, shortcuts make more than half of an 
application’s content reachable within the three-keystroke thresh-
old. For MS Word, the coverage of 82.52% is well above the 10–20% 
estimate of functionality from our study participants. The same is 
true for Notepad as well. Both Excel and Acrobat Reader failed to 
meet this target, but as previously mentioned, Excel is a special 
case. 

5.1.3 20%-Reachability of Commonly Used Application. 20% reach-
ability indicates the number of keystrokes it would take to cover 
20% of all possible transitions in an application. We selected 20% as 
a reasonable bound based on current usage by our sample group as 
seen in Figure 2a, where the average usage is 21%. 

Figure 12 presents reachability metrics for our 11 test applica-
tions. Among the 11 applications, 10 of them realize 20% reachability 
within three keystrokes using shortcuts—a threshold most partici-
pants considered acceptable. However, we hasten to note that all of 
these depend on shortcuts; only the calculator app meets this goal 
with no shortcuts. 

5.1.4 Preliminary User Feedback on Metric Values. To under-
stand whether the values of our metrics for diferent applications 
make sense, we conducted a brief follow-up interview with the 
same set of participants (demographics in Table 1) remotely over 
Zoom and phone calls. 

In each session, we frst reviewed the accessibility ratings (on 
a scale of 1 to 5) they provided earlier for diferent applications 
(Section 3.4.6) and asked whether they wished to adjust any rat-
ings upon further consideration. We then presented our analysis of 
diferent applications with our metrics (described in earlier subsec-
tions) and explained how to interpret our metrics for an app. We 
asked participants whether the values of these metrics aligned with 
their experience. 

More specially, we asked two main questions in the follow-up: 

• On average, a task in application X takes k1 and k2 keystrokes 
respectively without and with shortcuts. Do these numbers 
match up with your experience? (Complexity) 

• Without using any shortcut on application Y, you would need 
k1 keystrokes to perform a task. With shortcuts, the number 
is k2. Does this change your view on learning shortcuts in 
application Y? [In most cases, k2 was signifcantly lower 
than k1 as shown in Figure 10] (Incentives for learning 
shortcuts) 

Feedback on Complexity Analysis. Most participants agreed that 
the complexity metric captured each application’s usability and 
accessibility, and tracked their overall experience. For most appli-
cations, including Notepad, PowerPoint, and Outlook, all of our 
participants agreed that the numbers were representative and made 
sense. 

In the case of Word, Participants P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, and P8 
agreed with our fndings. To enhance usability, P8 recommended 
limiting the usage of shortcuts to only necessary cases and utilizing 
helpful mnemonics. Overusing shortcuts can make them difcult to 
remember, as suggested by P8. P3 said of Microsoft Word’s scores: 
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Figure 10: Complexity of Diferent Applications With and Without Shortcuts (the lower, the better). 
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Figure 11: 3-Keystroke Coverage of Diferent Applications With and Without Shortcuts (the higher, the better). 
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“...for Word? Makes absolute sense, both numbers. 
They have huge objective insights and are very 
believable.” 

Microsoft Excel is an unusual case, and our scores received more 
nuanced feedback. Our test scenario involved a spreadsheet with 
250 cells, which did not have shortcuts for navigation. Participants 
P1, P3, P6, and P7 felt Excel’s complexity scores were representative, 
whereas P5 and P8 found the complexity score with shortcuts too 
high. In P7’s words: 

“...22 and 16 keystrokes, yeah; that is accurate, 
sounds like Excel.” 

Feedback on Learning Shortcuts. Next, we revealed complexity 
data in Figure 10. Given that applications, such as Microsoft Word, 
have a large diference in complexity with and without shortcuts, we 
asked whether this information increased their interest in learning 
more shortcuts. Participants P3-P8 all expressed increased motiva-
tion to learn new shortcuts in their commonly used applications. 
One exception was P2, who still believes that memorizing shortcuts 
is more trouble than it is worth; he would prefer applications to 
reduce navigation complexity by personalizing menus based on 
a given user’s usage patterns, similar to what Gazos et al. did in 
Supple [88]. 

Modelling Probabilities from User’s Preferences. One partic-
ipant (P4) believed the scores of 3.5 and 17.65 for MS Word were 
higher than his expectation. To investigate the scenario, we asked 
him how he uses MS Word and found that he rarely visited UI 
elements that were costly to reach in terms of required keystrokes. 
Recall from Section 4.4 that we can incorporate user preference-
specifc usage in our transition model. As such, we completed the 
questions discussed in Section 4.4 and built a more personalized 
transition probability model for the participant. As a result, the 
complexity scores for Word dropped to 1.95 and 16.17 with and 
without shortcuts for him, respectively. This explains why he was 
expecting a number lower than 3.5—his usage of MS Word does not 
involve visiting too many costly-to-reach nodes. This also indicates 
our model’s ability to incorporate individual usage patterns and 
preferences. 

Summary. This follow-up study indicates that the complexity 
metric accurately quantifes aspects of the AT user experience that 
could previously only be described qualitatively. The analysis of 
these metrics, as well as reachability and coverage, can give further 
insights to the developer about how to improve the usability of an 
application. The study demonstrates both that these metrics are 
grounded in feedback from study participants, and how one can 
incrementally refne the model of user behavior to capture unusual 
cases and improve the accuracy of the results. Feedback from the 
follow-up interview suggests that such metrics can benchmark 
diferent apps; and, if validated with more users, could be a valuable 
community resource for blind users. 

5.2 Use Case 2: Optimizing UI Hierarchy for 
Screen Reader-Mediated Interaction 

How UI elements are organized in the DOM tree can infuence 
navigational complexity. Developers can use one or more of our 

metrics (§4.5) as optimization functions to compare diferent UI 
layouts [88]. Further constraints, such as the number of newly 
allowed shortcuts or the number of structural changes, can also 
be placed. The following examples demonstrate how UI hierarchy 
optimization can be performed using our metrics. 

Goal Constraints 

i) Number of changes, N <= 2 
Minimize Complexity ii) No new shortcut allowed 

Table 2: (Example-1) Goal and constraints for Figure 13 

R

P1 P2

P3A

B C D

E P4

F

(a) Original 
Confguration 

(complexity = 3.37) 

R

P1

P3A

B C D

E

F

(b) Optimized 
Confguration 

(complexity = 2.23) 

Figure 13: (Example 1) UI hierarchy optimization obliging the con-
straints in Table 2. The letter R stands for the root of the hierarchy. 
P1-P4 stand for the intermediate non-leaf nodes that we ignore in 
our computation. A yellow shade inside a node indicates that its 
position in the UI hierarchy has been changed. 

Edge Original 

Cost 

Optimal 

Cost 

Edge Original 

Cost 

Optimal 

Cost 

<A,B> 2 2 <D,A> 2 2 
<A,C> 3 3 <D,B> 2 2 
<A,D> 4 4 <D,C> 1 1 
<A,E> 3 2 <D,E> 4 2 
<A,F> 4 5 <D,F> 5 1 
<B,A> 2 2 <E,A> 3 2 
<B,C> 1 1 <E,B> 4 2 
<B,D> 2 2 <E,C> 5 3 
<B,E> 4 2 <E,D> 6 4 
<B,F> 5 3 <E,F> 2 5 
<C,A> 2 2 <F,A> 4 2 
<C,B> 1 1 <F,B> 5 2 
<C,D> 1 1 <F,C> 6 2 
<C,E> 4 2 <F,D> 7 1 
<C,F> 5 2 <F,E> 2 2 

Table 3: (Example-1) Summary of costs for all transitions in 
Figure 13 
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Example 1. Here, the original hierarchy is shown in Figure 13a. 
The goal of the optimization task is to minimize the navigation 
complexity of the hierarchy with no more than 2 structural changes 
(e.g., changing the parent of a leaf node) without introducing any 
new shortcuts. The goal and the imposed constraints are present 
in Table 2. We consider only the leaf nodes (marked in a circle 
in Figure 13) as valid sources and destinations for navigation, as 
mentioned in our model description. As such, the root node R and 
the intermediate parent nodes P1-P4 are not in our consideration. 
When the above optimization function (goal) and constraints are put 
in an LP (Linear Programming) Solver, we get the optimized output 
as shown in Figure 13b. The cost of all possible valid transitions 
before and after optimization in Figure 13 is shown in Table 3. 

Goal Constraints 

Maximize 3-Keystroke Coverage 
i) Number of changes, N <= 1 
ii) 1 new shortcut allowed 

Table 4: (Example-2) Goal and constraints for Figure 14 

R

P1 P2

P3A

B C D

E P4

F

(a) Original Confguration 
(3-keystroke coverage = 

50%) 

R

P1 P2

P3A

B C D

E

F

(b) Optimized 
Confguration 

(3-keystroke coverage 
= 87%) 

Figure 14: (Example 2) UI hierarchy optimization obliging the con-
straints in Table 4. Node C is marked in green, meaning that it has a 
direct shortcut available for it. A yellow shade inside a node indicates 
that its position in the UI hierarchy has been changed. 

Example 2. Suppose the original application DOM is similar 
to before (Figure 14a), but our goal is to maximize the number of 
transitions we can make within 3 keystrokes, with no more than one 
structural change and only one new shortcut to any node (Table 4). 
The output of an LP optimized is shown in Figure 14b. The cost 
of all possible valid transitions before and after optimization in 
Figure 14 is shown in Table 5. 

Adding a shortcut to node C (marked in green) results in the 
maximum 3-keystroke coverage. Adding a new shortcut to node C 
allows it to act as another entry point in the hierarchy. For example, 
if one needs to go to node D, they can just use the shortcut to get 
to C and then use a right arrow (→− ) key to move to D. 

Edge Original 

Cost 

Optimal 

Cost 

Edge Original 

Cost 

Optimal 

Cost 

<A,B> 2 2 <D,A> 2 2 
<A,C> 3 1 <D,B> 2 2 
<A,D> 4 2 <D,C> 1 1 
<A,E> 3 3 <D,E> 4 4 
<A,F> 4 3 <D,F> 5 1 
<B,A> 2 2 <E,A> 3 3 
<B,C> 1 1 <E,B> 4 2 
<B,D> 2 2 <E,C> 5 1 
<B,E> 4 4 <E,D> 6 2 
<B,F> 5 3 <E,F> 2 3 
<C,A> 2 2 <F,A> 4 2 
<C,B> 1 1 <F,B> 5 2 
<C,D> 1 1 <F,C> 6 1 
<C,E> 4 4 <F,D> 7 1 
<C,F> 5 2 <F,E> 2 4 

Table 5: (Example 2) Summary of costs for all transitions in 
Figure 14 

Summary. In this possible use case, we showed how the pro-
posed metrics can be used as cost functions when optimizing UI 
hierarchies for screen reader users. In the frst example (Figure 13), 
the optimizer i) got rid of intermediate non-leaf nodes P2 and P4 
and ii) moved the nodes E and F to diferent parents to minimize 
the complexity (i.e., cost function) of the hierarchy. In the second 
example (Figure 14), the optimizer i) got rid of intermediate non-
leaf node P4, ii) changed the parent of node F, and iii) assigned 
a shortcut to node C to maximize the 3-keystroke coverage. The 
aforementioned changes are made to the DOM structure of the 
app, which is oblivious to sighted users. As such, sighted users can 
continue to use the unmodifed application hierarchy. The devel-
oper could ofer the modifcations as an accessibility enhancement, 
making them exclusively available to screen reader users. 

5.3 Use Case 3: Finding Hard-to-reach UI 
Objects and Ofering Workarounds 

Let us defne hard-to-reach UI objects as nodes that require over 20 
keystrokes to reach. This is a case when a UI object has too many 
siblings because the users have to go over these siblings to reach 
terminal nodes. Two such examples (e.g., Notepad++ and Audacity) 
are shown in Figure 15 to demonstrate this case. Our method of 
analyzing applications based on their DOM trees can reveal the 
existence of such nodes and help the developers make better design 
choices. 

Workaround: Adding Shortcuts For Hard-to-reach Nodes. 
Recall that any node with a shortcut can be reached using one (or 
a set) of keystrokes. As such, one idea would be to add shortcuts 
for all the hard-to-reach nodes. However, from the examples in 
Figure 15, it is clear that there can be too many such nodes in some 
cases. For situations like these, developers can create multiple entry 
points into long list-like menus. For example, if a list-like menu 
has more than � (developer can pick the value of � ) elements, the 
developer might create a shortcut for the � 

2 -th item in the list. In 
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(a) Notepad++ 

(b) Audacity 

Figure 15: Applications with too many hard-to-reach UI objects. Example nodes are marked in red. 

such a scenario, if the target is closer to the middle of the list, the 
user can navigate directly to the � 

2 -th item frst. Again, dividing the 
list into two halves is just an example. The developer can pick any 
number of divisions they deem appropriate. The metrics proposed 
in this paper would enable the comparisons of diferent design 
decisions made by the developer. 

We note that designing an efective UI hierarchy is challenging, 
but existing design frameworks, such as the Information Architec-
ture Principles [14], can provide guidance. For example, keeping 
a short list of frequently used items at the top level can simplify 
navigation. For a long list, Hick’s law recommends to organize 
items alphabetically [85]. 

5.4 Use Case 4: Recommending Guidelines for 
Application Design/Usage 

The hard-to-reach node problem in Section 5.3 can also be ad-
dressed by promoting specifc app design/usage guidelines, such as 
circular navigation. Most applications we tested support circular 
navigation, i.e., pressing the up arrow on the frst item in the menu 
shifts the focus to the last item in the menu. However, none of our 
participants were familiar with this feature and hence, never used it. 
Using this feature could result in large decreases in the number of 
keystrokes required to reach a node at times. For example, consider 

the Function List option in the Notepad++ application in Figure 15a. 
If traditional linear navigation is used, the average complexity to 
reach this option is 31. However, with circular navigation, the com-
plexity comes down to 18. In the case of the Studio Fade Out option 
in the Audacity application in Figure 15b, the average complexity 
is 56 with linear navigation and 16 with circular navigation. For 
application developers, this metric can facilitate evaluating difer-
ent UI designs (e.g., circular vs. linear) and their relative difculties. 
For users, the benefts of new navigation models require additional 
training; this metric quantifes the gains in user experience one can 
expect from such training. 

5.5 Use Case 5: Comparing Similar Applications 
and Estimating the Efect of Learning 
Shortcuts 

Participant P8, who is an Assistive Technology Trainer, believes our 
metrics could be helpful to end-users as part of a rating system for 
software accessibility. As refected in our user study, users currently 
rely on trial-and-error or advice from others (if available) to decide 
whether to invest the efort in learning a piece of software. 

In the words of P8: 
“I wish I could tell the people I teach about these 
numbers. These will help them with the decision 
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of choosing, using, and in-depth learning an ap-
plication.” 

Figures 10-12 show wide variance in the difculties of learning 
and using diferent applications. Using these, blind screen reader 
users can choose which application to learn in a given category 
(for example, text editors). Throughout our interviews, we encoun-
tered participants saying that app X is easier to use than app Y. 
For example, our participants consistently mentioned that they 
preferred Notepad over Word for basic text editing. This is refected 
by our metrics and Figures 10, 11, and 12. The complexity for MS 
Word is 3.51 and 17.65 with and without shortcuts, respectively. The 
scores are 1.63 and 9.94 for Notepad. We can also compare the 20% 
reachability (2 for Word, 1 for Notepad, with lower being better) or 
3-keystroke coverage (82.52% for Word, 94.35% for Notepad) for the 
two applications to come to the same conclusion. Thus, our met-
rics can help screen reader users, and accessibility trainers choose 
which applications to learn in a given category. 

Figures 10-12 also display the drastic diference in the proposed 
metric values with or without shortcuts. In the future, these metric 
values can also be generated for a specifc number of shortcuts (e.g., 
10, 20, 30), as opposed to 0 (without shortcut) or all (with shortcut) 
as shown in Figures 10-12. With these additional benchmarks, blind 
users could estimate their current complexity (say, with 10 short-
cuts) and predict how much efciency they can gain by learning 10 
(or, 20) more shortcuts. 

6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 A Complement to User Testing 
HCI community has developed analytical approaches to interface 
design and evaluation (e.g., GOMS models [18, 19, 40]) that work 
in tandem with empirical techniques in the iterative design loop 
and provide satisfactory results when empirical testing is not prac-
tical [32, 60, 70]. As software development practices have moved 
toward the “move fast and break things” mantra, this community 
needs better "guardrails" against breaking accessibility, which can 
keep pace with rapid development. Thus, a key beneft of our model 
is that it can be automated and is task-independent. In contrast, 
other techniques are task-dependent (e.g., GOMS modeling) or 
slower and more systematic (e.g., user testing). To be clear, all serve 
essential, complementary roles. 

6.2 Relationships with GOMS-Based Models 
We provide insights into how our approach compares to prior ana-
lytical frameworks, especially the GOMS models. The most notable 
diference is that our approach is application-specifc, whereas 
GOMS models are task-dependent. Put diferently, our metrics re-
port applications’ structural properties without assuming a particular 
task at hand. With user-specifc usage data, our metrics can be fne-
tuned. In contrast, GOMS models assume there is a task at hand 
and report its estimated completion time by breaking the task into 
atomic micro tasks whose completion times are known empirically. 
Therefore, our approach and GOMS models have diferent focuses, 
although both are related to usability. 

We emphasize this diference with an illustration of GOMS mod-
eling. Suppose the task at hand is to estimate the time to navigate 
from ‘Home’ ribbon pane to the ‘Right Align’ button in MS 

Word (in Figure 3) for a screen reader user. Adopting a reference 
implementation of the GOMS model for screen reader-mediated 
interaction [70], we can break the task into program-like steps 
(shown in Table 6) along with their operators (mental, key press, 
homing, and system response/wait). The last column of Table 6 
describes how a step is abstracted in our approach. 

Since our metrics are task-agnostic, our transition models (Sec-
tion 4.3 and Section 4.4) abstract the notion of a micro-task as the 
probability of navigating from one UI to another within an app. 
Introducing probability enables our transition models to account 
for uncertainty in user interaction, which traditional GOMS-based 
models do not consider. This would allow us to model errors during 
navigation in the future. Our cost model (Section 4.2) abstracts 
the total number of steps (rows) as the number of intermediaries 
between the source and the target. Finally, although we ignore the 
mental, homing, and response/wait operators, these are easy to 
incorporate into our approach like GOMS models. 

6.3 Potential Implications 
Informing potential users about the accessible usability of difer-
ent applications is only one usage scenario of our metrics. Other 
widespread usages may include the following: 

• Assistive Technology (AT) trainers can use these metrics to 
explain the value of learning more shortcuts. Although users 
are not required to memorize shortcuts, they should expect 
to issue more keystrokes per action. 

• Novice blind users can mine the model for particularly valu-
able shortcuts to learn in a given application, letting them 
prioritize learning efort. After learning a small number of 
shortcuts (say fve to ten), they can observe how much their 
experience improves and decide whether to learn more. 

• Expert blind users can use proposed metrics to evaluate their 
AT mastery. With a lower bound on the average keystrokes 
per action, they know when further improvement is impos-
sible, or how much more efcient they could become with 
more efort. 

• Application developers can use these metrics in an optimizer 
to get recommendations for optimal UI hierarchy or place-
ment of shortcuts (Section 5.2). They can also integrate these 
metrics into automated testing frameworks, such as con-
tinuous integration (CI/CD) [30], with constraints like the 
expected number of keystrokes of an application should be 
fewer than fve (i.e., ���������� < 5). Plugin developers can 
use these metrics to identify where to insert necessary short-
cuts for screen readers to make app navigation easier [8]. 

• Employers and policy makers can use the metrics values for 
work software to accommodate blind employees in the work-
place. For example, suppose the overall complexity of a piece 
of software is high but fewer than 4 keystrokes (on average) 
for frequently used features. In that case, blind employees 
can easily use the software and be productive. 

6.4 Challenges in Extracting UI hierarchy for 
Large Applications 

Extracting the internal structure (i.e., DOM) of a piece of software 
has been a known art in software engineering [24, 26, 49, 81]. Key 
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# Steps (GOMS) Operator (GOMS) Our Model 
1 Initiate the navigation from the Home Mental Ignored 
2 Press the next navigation key Keystroke Abstracted by the the cost model 
3 Wait for screen reader to narrate the focused item Wait Ignored 
4 Screen reader narrates the item name Wait Ignored 

5 Verify if the name is Right Align button (If not, go to 2) Mental The correct intermediate nodes are already 
abstracted by the cost model 

6 Stop the navigation Mental Ignored 

Table 6: A simplifed illustration of GOMS modeling for a task that estimates the time to navigate from Home ribbon pane to the 
Right Align button in MS Word (Figure 3) with a screen reader. The steps and operator columns are related to GOMS modeling, 
and the last column describes how these are abstracted in our approach. 

challenges in such extraction are mostly associated with how the 
software was designed in the frst place [24]. For instance, apps 
that lack proper accessibility metadata are hard to mine using ac-
cessibility APIs. Techniques such as “GUI Ripping” [49] reconstruct 
an application’s hierarchy by extensively visiting all the UI options. 
Our application DOM extraction tool (Section 4.1) uses a similar 
notion. For very large software, the DOM has to be built incremen-
tally as the extractor moves through hundreds of menu options. 
Incremental DOM building often brings about inconsistencies and 
repetitions in detection. The more prominent problem is that large 
applications often use two or more modal windows and pop-ups. 
In such cases, our tool expands the DOM as new content is seen on 
the screen (e.g., menus and pop-ups opened). Then, we calculate 
metrics separately for modal windows, as screen readers cannot 
access the parent window until a modal is dismissed. We plan to 
explore combining metrics for related windows in the future. 

6.5 Adaptation for Touchscreen Devices and 
Other Media 

Although we have demonstrated the proposed metrics for desktop 
applications, these metrics are generic and can be calculated for 
any graphical UI system that supports the notion of a DOM-like 
structure for UI elements. For example, smartphone applications 
running on touch screen devices are accessible to blind users via 
screen reader-provided touch gestures (e.g., 1-fnger swipe left/right 
in TalkBack [65] to navigate individual UI elements). Similar to 
desktop screen readers, smartphone screen readers also construct 
a DOM-like structure for an app [82]. The DOM tree can be built 
using a similar method to us with accessibility APIs or by using a 
computer-vision-based UI interpretation approach [49, 81]. Thus, 
we can easily calculate the proposed metrics for smartphone apps 
by substituting keyboard shortcuts with touch gestures in the cost 
model (Section 4.2). In the future, we will explore how to adapt 
our model to measure the hard-to-type words on a gesture-based 
touchscreen keyboard [7] and hard-to-navigate printed forms with 
a wearable device [6]. 

6.6 Limitations 
Our work has several limitations. First, the proposed model and 
metrics are mathematical constructs that are based on an applica-
tion’s UI hierarchy and the probability of transitioning from one 
UI to another UI. Therefore, how these metric values correlate to 

blind users’ true experience with an application needs further in-
vestigation. Second, the interpretability of new metrics like ours is 
necessary for wide adoption. Although our preliminary user feed-
back (Section 5.1.4) is encouraging, a large-scale study in the wild is 
warranted to establish the interpretability of the proposed metrics. 
This study can be conducted online with participants from diverse 
backgrounds and skills interacting with diferent desktop applica-
tions using diferent screen readers. Third, not all participants in 
our study were familiar with all 11 of the selected applications. As 
such, the number of reviews for some applications like VLC and 
Audacity was low (Section 3.4.6), and additional data may raise 
confdence in these ratings. Finally, our study covers only 11 appli-
cations. For this study, our goals were to cover a wide variety of 
use cases and to select applications with a signifcant population 
of knowledgeable blind users. These results can be strengthened 
with additional applications, although it may be more difcult to 
get ground truth usability data without experienced blind users. 
Nevertheless, with additional usability data from users, collecting 
and comparing our metrics for new applications is straightforward. 

7 CONCLUSION 
This paper frst presents a study with 11 expert blind users to 
understand their perceived usability and accessibility of desktop 
applications. Our study reveals that their perceptions of usability 
and accessibility are nuanced, incorporating various factors beyond 
the traditional defnitions. These factors include independence, ease 
of learning an application, ability to describe it to others, reliability 
and deterministic behavior of keyboard shortcuts, and transferabil-
ity of knowledge to others. Informed by this study, we aimed to 
capture this notion of perceived accessibility by proposing a proba-
bilistic user interaction model. Based on this model, we compute 
three statistical properties of desktop applications that indicate 
the complexity of the keyboard navigation of an application, the 
primary mode of interaction for screen reader users. Our study 
participants corroborate our fndings. We present fve diferent util-
ities of our metrics to beneft end users, application developers, and 
accessibility practitioners. 
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A APPENDIX 
One can calculate � (�� ) using the following equation: 

1 (� − �)
� (�� ) = ∗ (� + (� − 1) ∗ )

2 ∗ (� + �) 3 

Proof: 

(4) 

Equation 5 tells us that the summation of all the transition prob-
abilities is 1. This proves that Equation 4 is correct. 

�=4∑ 1 0 ∗ (� − �)
� (�� ) = ∗ [4� + +

2 ∗ (� + �) 3 
�=1 

1 ∗ (� − �) 2 ∗ (� − �)
3 

+ 
3 

+ 

3 ∗ (� − �) ]
3 

1 (� − �)
= ∗ [4� + (1 + 2 + 3)] 

2 ∗ (� + �) 3 
1 (� − �)

= ∗ [4� + (6)] 
2 ∗ (� + �) 3 

1 
= ∗ [4� + 2 ∗ (� − �)] 

2 ∗ (� + �)
1 

= [4� + 2� − 2�]
2 ∗ (� + �)

1 
= [2� + 2�]

2 ∗ (� + �)
1 

= [2 ∗ (� + �)] 
2 ∗ (� + �)

= 1 

(5) 
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